Personal, Social and Emotional
Development

Hardwood Nursery School
Weekly Challenges

The Hungry Caterpillar changed into a butterfly, if you
could change into anything what would you be?
Investigating Minibeasts*
The Hungry Caterpillar eats lots of different foods. What
are your favourite foods? Can you draw a picture of
your favourite food? What foods are healthy and good
for you and which ones are unhealthy.

22nd June 2020
More activities can be found on our website
http://www.harewood.wakefield.sch.uk/homelearning/
Please add any completed challenge to the EEXAT
app for your child: Thank You.
* Activities with this symbol mean that there is a sheet
on our website

Communication and Language

Understanding the World

Can you pass on a whisper with your family about
minibeasts?
Play I spy – Hide some fruit and vegetables around the
house then describe them one at time and see if they
find them.
The hungry caterpillar ate lots different foods can you
remember what fruit the caterpillar ate? Can you
remember on which day of week he ate them on?
Roly poly rhyme-time*

Physical Development

Talk about what foods are good for your for body and
help you to grow big and strong? What else do you
need to to keep you body fit and healthy.
Use your body to make the different stages The Very
Hungry Caterpillar went through- curl up small like the
egg, wiggle like the caterpillar and stretch and fly like
a butterfly.

Maths*
Draw a caterpillar add pom poms, buttons or bottle
tops to make a repeating pattern. Make them different
lengths, can you count how many pompoms you have
used?
Let’s make a caterpillar number line using fingers prints.
Draw a face next to each number and print the
correct number.

Investigating Minibeasts*
Can you find out about the life cycle of a caterpillar?
Do you think there are any other creatures that
change from looking like one thing and change into
something else? This is called metamorphosis, like when
the Hungry Caterpillar changed into a beautiful
butterfly.
Messy fun, make mud and add minibeasts to it.
Can you make some delicious fruit delights such as a
kebabs or even a fruit pizza, or even this salad
caterpillar?

Literacy

Read some other stories by the author Eric Carle, like
The Very Busy Spider/ The Very Quiet Cricket.
Can you keep a food diary? Draw a picture of what
you eat each day or your favourite meal and label it.
Then you can read your writing back to your grown up.
Can you find and sing some rhymes about minibeasts?
Watch the story again, can you retell it to your family?

Expressive Art and Design

Apple printing make red and green prints to create a
caterpillar.
Make a bubble caterpillar*
Make a ‘blob and fold’ butterfly or if you are really
adventurous fold your paper and place some painted
string in between to create a symmetrical pattern.
Can you create your own finger puppet? (See
example below.)

